Dyslexia Simple Sentence
Full Stops – Week 4
Key Words

full stop, end, sentence, breath

Resources

Key Questions

• Example Sentence

• Why do we need full stops?

• Full Stop Activity Pack

• Where does the full stop go in
a sentence?
• What happens if we don’t use
full stops?

Aim

Resources in pack for lesson:

To be able to use full stops correctly.

Success Criteria

I know that full stops go at the end of each sentence
and that they do not always go at the end of the line.

The Story Ends

Example Sentence

Ben was a big, black dog who
loved adventures and fun one day
he was chasing a stick and it
landed in the river

Ben was glad to be warm and dry after
his adventure
He gobbled a tasty
dinner of chicken and rice
After that,
he snuggled down by the fire to chew
his favourite bone
He began to feel
sleepy, so he went for his usual evening
stroll around the garden before
bedtime
When he came back inside,
he grabbed his cosy blanket and headed
towards his basket
His owner patted
him on the head before he went to sleep
– he was glad to be home
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Tell the pupils that they are going to be learning how to
use full stops correctly.

The Teaching Input

Give the pupils a copy of the Example Sentence and read the story without punctuation, emphasising that
you are running out of breath. Ask the pupils to discuss with a partner why this did not sound right. Explain
that full stops indicate the writing is going onto a new thought/idea and that full stops tell you to take a
breath. Address the misconception that full stops go at the end of every line and ensure pupils know that a
sentence must make sense. Model place the full stop in different places and ask the pupils to say where the
‘sentence’ makes sense.

Activity

Read the Example Sentence as the beginning of a story and ask the pupils to continue the story by writing
the middle part. For example, ‘Ben chased after the stick and jumped into the river. He got all wet and muddy.
He went home and his owner gave him a bath.’
Once the pupils have finished, encourage them to peer mark each other’s work by checking whether they
have put the full stops in the correct places. Provide time for the pupils to share their stories.

Plenary

Print the end of the story from the Full Stop Activity Pack onto A3 and give each pupil their own printed
full stop. Give each pupils their own printed full stop from the Full Stop Activity Pack – you can add sticky
tape on the back.
You could display the completed stories (with the pupil’s own writing sandwiched between the printed
beginning and end) to celebrate their achievement and to use as a reference for future work.
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